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The Decline and Fall of the Dollar:
Some Policy Issues
IN

Dollars and Deficits: The World Economy at Risk, ' I have set out the

empiricalanalysis that has led me to conclude not only that a decline in
the dollaris inevitable,but also that, absent majorchanges in policy by
both the United States and its allies, the dollarwill fall over a period of
perhapstwo to four years to a level below its previous troughin 1980.
As measuredby the InternationalMonetaryFundMultilateralExchange
Rate Model (MERM)index, it would fall, in a hard landing, by more
than40 percentby 1989,andthe deutschemarkwouldappreciateagainst
the dollarby over 90 percent. This paperconsidersthe policy issues that
would face the United States and its majorallies if such a hardlanding
were to materialize.
The figurescited here come from simulationsof a model developed
for my book. It is a relatively simple model of how growth rates and
relative price changes influence the U.S. current account balance on
goods and nonfactorservices, and how the latter generates changes in
the U.S. net investment position and net investment income. It also
incorporatesfeedback from the exchange rate on domestic prices, and
from net exports on GNP and domestic demand, in both the United
Statesandthe rest of the world.The propertiesof the modelwithrespect
to a declinein the dollararein broadtermssimilarto those of the Federal
ReserveBoard'sMulticountryModelandthe OrganizationforEconomic
CooperationandDevelopment'sinterlinkmodel, and to the widely used
rule of thumbthat a 1 percent decline in the dollar, as measuredby the
MERMindex, leads to a $3 billionimprovementin the currentaccount
balance.
An importantfeature of the model is that it makes no attempt to
1. Institute for International Economics, forthcoming.
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endogenizethe two key financialvariables,the exchangerateandinterest
rates.Modelsthatpurportto do so haveperformedbadlyandareunlikely
to be able to trackthe unravelingof an exchange rate disequilibriumof
the magnitudewe are now experiencing.Instead, the exchangerate and
interest rates have been projected exogenously on the basis of an
empirical examination of how they behaved in the past at times of
financialstress and markedchanges in exchange rate expectations.

The Implausibilityof Soft Landing Scenarios
The basic reason for the implausibilityof the various soft landing
scenarios that have been suggested is less a matterof analysis than of
simple arithmetic.It lies in the magnitudeof the initialdisequilibrium,
andhence in the size of the shifts in both the U.S. domestic investmentsavingbalanceandcurrentaccountbalanceneededto restoresustainable
equilibrium.
In one version of the soft landingscenario-appealing particularlyto
academic economists-the dollar declines no faster than could be
covered by a "reasonable"interestratedifferential.But if, for example,
the dollarwere to decline at 3 percent a year, it would take twenty-two
years to eliminatethe U.S. currentaccount deficit, by which time U.S.
external indebtedness would have risen to over $5.5 trillion. With a
dollar decline of 5 percent a year, the correspondingfigureswould be
fourteen years and $2.3 trillion. Apartfrom the intrinsicimplausibility
of these debt figures,these scenariosimplythat, over a decade or more,
either real U.S. interestrates would have to be at least 5 percentabove
the potentialU.S. growth rate, in which case achieving such a growth
rate becomes highly unlikely; or real interest rates in other countries
would have to be at least 5 percent below their growthrates, in which
case these countries would suffer from virulent inflation; or some
combinationof both, which would not be much less implausible.
In a second version of the soft landingscenario, it is assumed that,
while it is unlikelythatcapitalinflowswill go on risingindefinitely,there
is no reason why they should not still be runningat, say, 1 to 2 percent
of GNP in 1990.Withthe U.S. economy growingas in the Congressional
Budget Office (CBO) baseline, however, it would take a drop in the
dollarof around35 percent to hold the currentaccount deficit down to
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this level. And, in the meanwhile,U.S. net externalindebtednesswould
have risen to $700-800 billion. In other words, some asset holders,
somewhere, would have to be induced to increase their exposure in
dollars by $800 billion at a time when, for example, the deutsche mark
would be appreciatingagainstthe dollarby somethinglike 75 percent.
Once these orders of magnitudehave been taken into account, it
becomes evidentthatonce the dollar'sdeclinegathersmomentum,there
is bound to be a significantperiod of time, perhapstwelve to eighteen
months, when people's willingnessto increase theirexposure in dollars
will be declining,ex ante, fasterthanthe U. S. economy's needfor capital
inflowsto make up for its deficiencyof domestic saving. Therewill thus
be a "crunch" in the financialmarkets, and, as a fairly conservative
estimate, U.S. interest rates will rise 5 percentagepoints above what
they would otherwisehave been.

The Hard Landing Scenario
In my hardlandingscenario, the U.S. economy suffersa recession of
aboutthe samemagnitudeas thatincorporatedin the CBO'slow-growth
medium-termprojection. In other respects the recession is, however,
quite differentfrom that depicted by the CBO, because it is associated
with a steep decline in the dollar. The projection of how much U.S.
interestrates are pushed up in this scenarioby efforts to sell off dollardenominatedassets is based, in part, on an estimate that interest rates
were held down by at least 5 percentagepoints by capitalinflows in the
period 1983-84,when the dollarwas appreciatingstrongly.Despite this
rise in interestrates, the dollar "overshoots"; present and prospective
holders of dollar-denominatedassets experience exchange rate losses
estimatedat $400billionin termsof a MERM-weightedbasketof foreign
currencies(a good deal more in termsof deutsche marksor yen); andby
1990the ex ante desire to get out of dollars has produced an ex post
capitaloutflowequivalentto 1.5 percentof GNP.
In this scenario,interestrates in other OECDcountriesdecline by 23 percentagepoints because of the ex ante reflux of capital from the
United States. In other respects, however, these countriesfollow their
present policies, in particulartheir restrictive fiscal policies. With a
reversalof the positive stimulusto demandthatthey have been enjoying
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from the United States, they find themselves pushed into a growth
recession, with GNP growth averagingunder 1 percent in the period
1987-88.The model also incorporatesa negativefeedbackon growthin
the less developed countries(LDCs) resultingfromlow OECDgrowth:

Policy Options Facing the United States
In this hard landing scenario, the United States will be facing a
prospect quite unique in its postwar history: a recession generatedby
the pressures of the external adjustmentmechanism.The unusualand
unpleasantfeature will be an incipientrecession accompaniedby high
interestrates and acceleratinginflation,which, aftertwelve to eighteen
months,mightroughlydoubleto the 6 to 7 percentrange.In termssimply
of the marketforces at work, a recession mightnot be inevitable:with
the dollarfalling sharply,the negative impacton demandcoming from
high interest rates mightfairly soon be offset by a stimulusfrom rising
net exports. But this arithmeticdoes not take into accountthe likelihood
thatthe necessarypolicy response to the evolving situationwould make
a recession unavoidable.
One possibilityis that the dollarfalls so fast and so far that it quickly
reaches a level at which expectations stabilize and U.S. interest rates
fall back to normallevels. But, again, the numbersand past experience
suggest that it could fall 40-50 percent before reachingthis point. And
this would pose a highrisk of an inflationaryexplosion.
What about fiscal policy? What few seem to realize is that at some
point in the near future, people's ex ante willingness to increase their
exposure in dollarsis going to fall to zero and, indeed, turnnegative. At
thatpoint, crowdingout in U.S. financialmarketswill become inevitable
unless, by then, the structuralbudgetdeficithas been reducedto around
zero. Since this point may not be more than a year or so away, this is
clearly impossible. In other words, there is now no way in which the
United States can get its fiscal sums rightbecause they have become so
heavily dependent on what has become the most fickle of economic
variables:exchangerate expectations.
If, contraryto all the political signs, strong action were taken quite
quicklyto reducethe deficit,the day of reckoningmightbe postponed-
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but not for long. Still, there is a powerful case for taking such action,
especially if it could be taken before the crunchcame, because it would
give the FederalReserve Board(FRB)moreroomto maneuverandthus
makethe dollar'sdecline more manageable.
What about monetarypolicy? One school of thought argues that if
action were taken to cut the budget deficit and if, then, the economy
seemed to be slippinginto recession, the FRB should ease up. But this
argumentcompletely ignores the unique features of an externallygeneratedrecession: strongupwardpressureon interestrates, accelerating
inflation,and a rapidlyfalling dollar. The FRB will face an impossible
choice. If it strictlypursuesits monetarytargets, highinterestrates will
push the economy into recession and entail serious risks of a major
financialcrisis as debtorsare sharplysqueezed in the United States and
the developingworld. If, on the other hand, the FRB eases up in order
to keep interest rates from rising too much, the perception that it is
preparedto monetize both the budget deficit-which would be rising
toward the $400 billion mark-and the external deficit would greatly
alarmboththe financialmarketsandthe foreignexchangemarket.There
would be a clear danger of a self-feeding spiral of eroding confidence
between the two markets, adding greatly to the upward pressure on
interestrates and the downwardpressureon the dollar.
Once again, because of the magnitudesinvolved, there will, in the
event, be no way for the FederalReserve to squarethis circle. All that
can be said is that from the point of view of the longer-runinterests of
the United States and the world economy as a whole, it would probably
be best if it errs on the anti-inflationaryside.

A CooperativeScenario
The upshot of this analysis is that there is now nothing that U.S.
authoritiescan do to prevent a hardlanding. Still, such an outcome is
not inevitable. In theory, at any rate, it could be avoided if both the
United States and its major allies were to undertake a prompt and
simultaneouschangeof policies.
Analysisof a "cooperative" scenario,in which the rest of the OECD
area takes sufficientexpansionaryaction to offset the negative impact
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of declining net exports and achieve a 4.5 percent growth rate in the
period 1987-89, shows that-at least using any sensible utility functionthe gains from cooperation would be very substantial. To achieve that
growth rate, countries in the rest of the OECD would need to take
expansionary action sufficient to produce a growth of domestic demand
averaging 5.2 percent in the period 1987-89, compared with under 3
percent on present policies. In contrast to the hard landing scenario,
some part of the improvement in the U.S. current account balance would
be taken up by larger current account deficits in the LDCs, since under
these relatively favorable conditions it is assumed that they would be
able to obtain additional financing.
In this cooperative scenario, the monetary authorities are able to
prevent the dollar from overshooting and manage to stabilize it at a level
consistent with rough balance in the U.S. current account by 1990. The
benefits to the United States from faster growth abroad come partly in
the form of a smaller decline in the dollar, and hence less inflation, and
partly in the form of a more moderate slowdown. The benefits to the
other OECD countries come particularly in the form of lower unemployment; their inflation gains from the lower dollar are somewhat less,
because the dollar depreciates less. Significant benefits also accrue to
the developing countries, which are able to grow faster and run larger
current account deficits.
THE

GAINS

FROM

COOPERATION

Following is a listing of the differences between the cooperative and
hard landing scenarios, 1990 levels, in percentages:2
Nominal dollar exchange rate
GNP
Unemployment (percentage points)
Price level

United States
+ 23
+5
- 1.9
- 2.6

Rest of OECD
+ 13
- 5.3
+ 2.4

2. For details, see Dollars and Deficits. Note that in these simulations, in which the
dollar declines sharply, attention is concentrated solely on the impact of exchange rate
changes on the price level, while the latter is assumed to be invariant with respect to the
level of activity. This simplification can be justified on the grounds that the slope of the
"external" Phillips curve linking inflation and output when the exchange rate changes
appears to be more than five times steeper than the traditional "domestic" Phillips curve.
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Policy Options Facing the Other OECD Countries
There is at present absolutelyno sign that Japan,West Germany,or
the United Kingdomwould be preparedto take expansionaryaction of
the requiredorderof magnitude,despite the fact that, aftertwo years of
world recovery, unemploymentin Europeis distressinglyhigh and still
rising.

This is indeed eloquent testimony to the strength of the belief of
authoritiesin these countriesthatthey face a situationwhere expansionary demandmanagementpolicies either do not work or would do more
harmthan good. The basis for this belief lies both in the experience of
the 1970sand in the resultantmajorchanges in conventionaleconomic
wisdom.3Oversimplifying,the argumentsare as follows. First, these
economies have become so inflation prone that any acceleration in
aggregatemonetarydemandwould soon lead to an equivalentacceleration in inflation,leavingonly a smalltemporaryboost to real outputand
employment.Second, because of the strengthof inflationaryexpectations-and because of the overhangof accumulatedpublicdebt-larger
budgetdeficitswould push up interestrates by so much as to nullifythe
positive impact on money incomes and demand from larger budget
deficits.Third,fasterratesof monetaryexpansioncouldraiseinflationary
expectations and lead to higher ratherthan lower interest rates-this
risk being heightenedat present because, with high U.S. interest rates
and a strong dollar, monetary expansion could lead directly to more
inflationby depressingthe country's currencystill further.
Whateverthe strengthof these argumentsas appliedto the past, and
to each countryin isolation, they will, to an importantextent, cease to
be valid once the dollarbegins its inevitabledecline. For so long as the
dollarremainsstrong,the highlyunbalancedU.S. fiscal-monetarypolicy
mix provides an external demand stimulus to other OECD countries,
but at the same time holds up both interestrates and-through currency
depreciation-inflation. Once a sharpshift out of the dollarbegins, the
signon all three of these termswill be reversed;therewill be downward
pressureon interest rates in the rest of the OECD area, and currency
3. Stephen Marris, Managing the World Economy: Will We Ever Learn?, Essays in
International Finance 155 (Princeton University, 1984).
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appreciationwill reduce inflation;but by the same token, there will,
aftera lag, also be a negativeexternalimpacton demand.In otherwords,
a quite new situationwill develop that will both increase the need for
more expansionary-or less restrictive-fiscal and monetary policies
andmakeit morelikely thatsuch policies will increasedomesticdemand
andemploymentratherthaninflationand interestrates.
Thus, paradoxically,Reaganomicshas, by now, createdthe potential
for a "Reaganmiracle"in Europeand Japanof the kindenjoyed by the
UnitedStates in the period1983-84.These nationscouldgive themselves
a fairlylargedose of fiscal expansionand set off a strongrise in domestic
demand, while inflationwould be held down because their currencies
would be appreciating,and budgetdeficits would not crowd out investment because their savings would (ex ante) be flowing back from the
United States.
In practiceit seems unlikelythat eitherthe United States or its major
allies will make the necessary policy changes in time to prevent a hard
landing.This need not necessarily be a pessimistic conclusion. History
shows thatgenuinereform-or simplychange-in the untidyand amorphous entity that constitutes "the internationalmonetarysystem" has
generallytakenplaceonly as the resultof a crisis, andhasthen sometimes
happened surprisinglyquickly. The last chapter of my book contains
some suggestions as to how constructive use might be made of the
oncoming crisis.

